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The System of postgraduate education of anaesthesiology in Ukraine - Today

Specialization
- Interns - 2-3 years
- Specialization during 6 months (if you change your speciality, ex. from GP)

Advancement of qualification
- Clinic. Ordination (clinical fellowship) – 2 years
- Thematic courses – 2, 4, 6 months
- Cycles before attestation – 1 month, once for 5 years
Training for specialists - teachers and members of staff of scientific of anaesthesiology

- Post-graduate study
  - internal-3 years
  - external-4 years
  - Candidate or doctor of Medical science

- Magistracy
  - 2 years
  - Magistrant

- Working for degree of Doctor Competitor
  - 3 years
  - Candidates and Doctors of Medicine
Traditional Soviet system of training: priority of lecture

- **Pluses (advantages):**
  - education for short period of time and low cost
  - garanteed coverage of big listeners audience

- **Minuses:**
  - differences between theory and practice (you are not able to anaesthetize cardiosurgery, transplantology, childsurgery)
In what kinds of institutions can we to get the postgraduate education of anaesthesiology?

We can get an education in the institutions, such as:

- The National medical academy of postgraduate education named after PL. Shupyk
- The Medical Academy of postgraduate education in Harkiv
- The Medical Academy of postgraduate education in Zaporizzja
- Seven faculties of higher education medical institutions and academies of postgraduate education
How can we appreciate the system of schooling our doctors-anesthesiologists today?

Our system doesn’t meet the requirements today, when:

- The world medical science is unwinding very fast
- The standards of diagnosis and therapies are changing every minutes
- Our economic is not stable

That is why our doctors have to support their professional competitions on high level
How can we improve a level of our postgraduate schooling for our doctors?

- It is necessary to reform our system
- In National Medical Academy of postgraduate education was exploited the project of Conception of postgraduate education
- Residerneture has the main position
- Project of Conception was published. Many discussions are their.
The project Of Conception of postgraduate education

Pregraduate education

First stage-
Intern
(To work on probation 1 year)

Second stage-
Resident
(Scholling for specialisation 1 – 3 years)

Third stage-
Clin.ordinator
(Scholling of narrow profiles ) 1 – 3 years

Doctor

First aid
Doctor of Common practice

Second aid
Specialist

Third aid
Narrow specialist
Discussion about Residenture

- How long will be this kind of education of anesthesiology?
- What about competition for contestants by different specialists?
- Correlation between teachers and residents?
- What financial sources for additional teachers in residenture?
Problems

- It is necessary to increase amount of clinics in universities with modern equipments
- It is necessary to increase numbers of techers for residents
- It is necessary to change the system of finances
Improving in system of postgraduate education in Ukraine the conception of “continuous professional development” (CPD)

- CPD is the main prerequisite of supporting of high level competence during professional life of every doctor
- CPD has to replace traditional Soviet system of conferment of qualification categories, when between attestations are 5 years, and level of knowleges is uncontroled
Leading to CDP in Ukraine

- 2007 year: The project of conception of CDP where improved by National Medical Academy of postgraduate education named after PL Shupik
- 2007 year: CDP where looked on Ukrainian sciens methodic conferention.
- Discussion of project CDP was looked on Coordination Counsel MPH of Ukraine; Discussion in Universities of postgraduate education is going on.
The project of conception CDPinclouse:

- Formalization kinds of increasing of doctor’s qualification in universities of postgraduate education on cycles:
  - information and probation
  - training before attestation
  - thematic improving
  - clinic ordinature

- In no formal contexts
  - probation on working place
  - to take parting in training, schoolings, master-classes, conferentions
  - to master new medical techniks
  - publications, patents, lections
How to estimate CDP?

- Proposed assessing scale of different kinds and forms CDP for calculation amount of hoarder numbers, which are necessary to take during 5 years.
- Proposed from 2009 to introduce mechanism of gradually scale implantation.
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